Newsletter for the week of April 1st, 2022
Snow in the park for the Oak
Department orienteering day …

Science
in the
Acorn
library…

Reception’s welcome to Spring …

Highlights of the week …
Nursery:
Dear Parents,
It has been a busy, busy, busy but fabulous week in Nursery doing a
variety of fantastic activities and experiments during our whole school
science week. The children were eager to roll their sleeves up and put on
their ‘thinking like a scientist’ heads and, as always, embraced each
challenge to the best of their ability and beyond! From a very successful
Chromatography workshop to a making plastic milk experiment that
failed not only once but twice (Mrs Davies’ super sparkly science hat
must have been broken that day!) we learned so much along the way.

Chromatography in the
classroom with visiting
scientists…

We even
managed to
fit in a
couple of
Easter
activities in
between
the science
challenges, although stopping the children from
eating all of the chocolate eggs they found during the
Easter egg hunt, was a challenge in itself!

Before Friday, the highlight of our week was definitely meeting
the real scientists who visited us on Thursday and did the colour
science experiment with us. However, then came the snow and
the opportunity to do a bonus experiment, making and painting
mini snow people indoors! Then exploring how we could stop
them from melting without putting them in the freezer. We also
discussed and hypothesised (our wow word of the week) what
would happen if we put them in a hot place. Victor suggested we
put them in the oven to find out, but after some more discussion,
we decided to put them on top of the radiator shelf instead and
when we looked a while later guess what….
We hope that all of the children who were a little poorly and didn’t
make it back for science week get well very soon and that everyone has
a wonderful Easter break, despite the unpredictable weather, although
the snow did come on 1st April and fooled all of us!
HAPPY EASTER EVERYONE!
Thank you,
Look what I found!…

Alison
Davies,
Anna
nurseryteacher@telenet.be
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&
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Reception:
Dear Parents,
What an amazing Science Week we have had! The
children were very excited about every single experiment
and activity we did throughout the week and had a really
good time with the scientists form Green Light 4 Girls who
came on Thursday.
We have dedicated our week to learning about human brains, minibeasts and their habitats, bees and
pollination, melting ice, mixing solids and liquids and experimenting with their consistency. The children have
some previous knowledge about certain experiments and so they could compare their own ideas to what
was being tried out in class. Significant experiences that had them as main characters and got them involved
‘hands on’ in
every activity
that
was
done in the
week.
You
From bees in
the sunshine
to snow
investigations!

will find photos and a detailed description of each experiment in our class page in Edmodo. Enjoy them and
don’t hesitate to ‘like’ and/or comment on the posts
.
The week ended with a fun Easter egg hunt
-which had to be done indoors because of
the weather. That really is one to
remember, looking for Easter eggs on a
snowy day !
Another fantastic term comes to an end,
and we’re looking forward to the beginning
of the Summer term that will bring new
topics and new challenges to tackle.
Have a nice trip if you are travelling and
enjoy this holiday time with your children.
We will see you all back in school on Tuesday 19th April at 8:30 sharp.
Ines van Wassenhove and Ivana Julaton

receptionteacher@telenet.be

Year 1:
Dear Parents,

Our very own super scientist, Loshinimai.

True to form, Year 1 saw the Spring Term out with a bang! We’ve had a
wonderful week of learning with science galore, inside and outside of the
classroom. We started the week with some super experiments presented to
us by our very own Loshinimai. As you know, the children brought home the
resources needed for these investigations and I’m sure that they did a great
job of explaining to you what they did.
On Tuesday we had a lovely day in Tervuren Park with two bird-related Science activities. The children had
a bird spotter sheet and, during the course of the day, had to identify six water birds including swans, coots
and tufted ducks. We were all thrilled to spot the Egyptian geese and their goslings. Whilst walking in the
forest, we spotted a giant bird nest that was big enough to fit us all in it. The children gathered some nest
making materials to add to it and brought some back to school so that they could make their own nests.

Look at the size of these chirping chicks!

Harshit showed us the conifer tree with
a ‘door’. Here we are inside it.

We also enjoyed meeting our visiting
Scientists. The class was split into two groups
and the children did either a circuit making
activity or made seed bombs. Again, because
the children brought home the end result of
their activities, this made it so much easier for
them to tell you all about it.
Making seed
bombs.
Learning how to make our
paper circuits light up.

Have a
wonderful
spring holiday!
Miss Corrigan
and Mrs.
Bandaru

TALK TOPIC: What was your favourite Science Week activity? Why do we learn about science in school?
Miss. Corrigan and Mrs. Bandaru year1teacher@telenet.be

Year 2:

Dear Parents,
Year 2 have had a great Science Week. Monday’s activities were an investigation into
which materials would be best for keeping a mouse warm, a memory-testing
experiment, an experiment to find out whether oranges
float or sink, and an archaeological experience, which
involved dissected replica poo from the past, and
identifying which historical people it might have come
from by matching the food remains in the poo to the diets
of the people. I told the children I would share the recipe for this – so here it is:
https://www.yac-uk.org/userfiles/file/1429017107_Poos_from_the_past.pdf

Tuesday’s trip to Tervuren Park included an activity focusing on
diversity in nature, as well as identifying water birds and
recording their numbers. On Wednesday, we tested how well
different shoes gripped a surface. Thursday was packed full of
activities, with electric circuit building led by the visiting
scientists, and the testing of different cans to see which rolled
furthest, with the aim of finding the cans of baked beans. We
later observed the beans as they were heated, noting bubbles
and steam, and tasted them. We also observed chocolate as it
was heated, noting the change of state from solid to liquid, and
enjoyed coating fruit with the melted chocolate (and later eating
it, finding the chocolate had changed back to a solid state). All of
these activities stimulated a lot of wondering, questioning and hypothesizing.
Ms. Read, Mrs. Tolentino

year2teacher@telenet.be

French, Mlle Ilhan:
Reception & Year 1:
During Science Week, we turned into real scientists.
We first discovered three bags, the first filled with buttons, a second filled
with water and a third, very strange bag, swollen but without any object
inside.
Many of us thought that the bag was empty…and yet!
Some children shouted, “There is air! »
We then wondered where we could find air and what use it could be for us!
Some buddies said the air was outside, so we went to the garden to catch the
air with our hands.
It was funny, but not very
conclusive, so we took a plastic bag
to capture the air and it surprised
us a lot!
We then repeated the experience indoors and were surprised to
find that there was also air in
the classroom! Even though someone claimed that the air was everywhere,
we mostly thought it was because the classroom window was open earlier
that morning ;).
Through different
experiments, we
also realized that
air is present in

our body. Thus, we made soap bubbles, blew on candles, inflated balloons, entsplayed the flute, blew on our
hands and even exhaled air through our noses.
Then we realized that various objects in the house “produced” air (fan, hair dryer, bicycle pump) and that
others used air to operate, in particular wind musical instruments.
Finally, to “see” the invisible air, we blew through
some water through a straw to watch the air bubbles
form.

Once our air experiments were done, we moved on to colours.
We first discovered the very interactive book on mixing colors by Hervé Tullet.
Then, thanks to a coffee filter and coloured dots made with a felt pen, we discovered
that the colours of certain markers are made from a mixture of colours.
We verified this theory by making mixtures of tissue paper.
Then we played chemists by mixing different materials to make a lava lamp.

To end this special week in style, we looked at static electricity. We discovered
a particular wand (a straw) capable of attracting small pieces of colored paper
and this wand could also fit on a wall or a window!

Was it magic?! No, science please ! It was by rubbing the straw against our
hair or our sweater that we managed to achieve our goal.

Years 2 & 3:
During Science Week, we turned into ingenious scientists.
For our first experience, we discovered a closed plastic
bottle with its cap. First, we had to tell if the bottle was
empty or full. What was certain was that there was no
liquid or solid object inside, so we replied that the bottle
was empty.
Our challenge was quite simple, we had to crush this
bottle to reduce it to a pulp and thus prove our
extraordinary strength.
At first, we were convinced that it would be an easy task but then we had to admit
that it was actually… impossible! Despite the disappointment, we did not give up, we
all thought together, and we deduced that invisible air was locked in the bottle!
Sure enough, once the cork was removed, we managed to crush the bottle and even
felt air escaping from the bottle.
Our second experiment consisted of immersing half of a
bottle (cut, but with a cork) in water with a handkerchief
inside. We had to say if the handkerchief was going to
come out wet or dry.
We were very surprised to find that the pressure of the air
contained in half of the bottle prevented the water from
rising in it. In fact, the handkerchief came out completely dry!
To talk about air pressure, we discovered that the air
pressure exerted on a balloon (with a hairdryer) can make it
fly.
In a second step, we discovered a paper butterfly held
on a thread that flew in the air (in levitation). Our challenge was to
understand this phenomenon and to reproduce it.
Everyone shared their hypothesis, many of us thought that the butterfly
"flew" thanks to its thread.
After several checks and attempts,
we realised that it was the magnetic
forces that allowed the butterfly to
levitate. However, by trying to attract
different objects, we understood that
magnets do not attract all materials
but only certain metals such as iron,
cobalt or nickel (e.g.: with 1 euro, 10
centimes or 20 centimes). We also

understood that the magnets were formed by two poles: the North Pole
and the South Pole.
It is known that "opposites attract", this expression is particularly true
when it comes to magnets. Thus, the north pole attracts the south pole
but two identical poles... repel each other!
We also tried out some experiments with iron filings and that was really
amazing!
Mlle. Ilhan

Year 3:
Dear Parents,
It has been a hectic final week of term! We managed to complete our group
reading book, ‘The Wolf’s Footprint’, which had a rather unexpected ending
and lots of material for discussion. In Maths, we quickly revised a number of
concepts and methods from earlier in the term, then the children did their endof-term assessments in arithmetic and problem-solving.
But the main focus has been ‘Science Week’. We have covered a lot of ground,
and investigated a number of different areas within the vast field of science.
We have dissected flowers and learnt in detail about the different stages of a
plant’s life cycle. We have explored the subject of cold-blooded vs warmblooded animals, and conducted an experiment with different sized bottles of
warm water, to represent the idea of losing body heat. Staying with animals,
we examined the concept of
camouflage, learnt why some animals have it or need it,
then practised our own camouflage skills by ‘hiding in
plain sight’ coloured pieces of card and other objects to
blend in to their surroundings. We tested the suitability
of different materials for use in preventing leaks from a
bucket, to the backdrop of the funny ‘There’s a Hole in My
Bucket’ song.
We learnt about the
idea of powering
objects using clockwork, as a possible way of using zero fuel, and
constructed our own ‘rubber band rollers’, which were then subjected
to testing, under racing conditions.
Finally, the children had a super practical session with the team of
visiting scientists, who demonstrated how to extract ‘crude DNA’ from
our own cheek cells. Please ask the children about their week – it was
extremely busy, but hopefully they will be able to explain the things
they did. There are many photos of the week’s activities in the usual
monthly album – please go to:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/157096587@N03/albums/72177720297252650

As things stand currently, swimming for Year 3 will start on Wednesday 20th April, at the NATO pool, and will
continue until the end of June – I will post more details on Edmodo.
Enjoy the holidays.
Patrick Tranter and Naomi Irakoze
year3teacher@telenet.be

Year 4:
Dear Parents,
We had
loads of
fun
in
Year 4
for
Science
week!
We began by investigating how to make cheese. It was
interesting to explore the process of heating the milk and
adding lemon juice to make the curds and turn a liquid into a
solid. We then investigated our fantastic fingerprints. We explored how to make them using ‘dust’ (flour,
cocoa powder or pencil) and Sellotape and then we identified the patterns we saw. We discovered that
fingerprints are unique due to how they are formed before we are born. We also investigated inks using
chromatography and discovered that black ink is in fact made up of other
colours. We made an outdoor gym to encourage people to exercise and
keep their bodies healthy, trying to be innovative in our design of
activities to exercise different muscle groups, and to make it suitable for
people of different ages. Finally, we had a great time learning about what
DNA is and extracting our own DNA with the Green Light 4 Girls scientists.
What a fascinating process it was. Happy Easter!
Kind Regards,
Camilla Rutayisire Year4teacher@telenet.be

Year 5:
Dear Parents,
Y5 had a slightly atypical Science Week which featured more technology,
engineering and mathematics. 3 groups had to design, produce a scale
model of, publicise, choose a location and produce drawn plans for a WILD
CREATION: a structure to express a novel, cultural concept for 200
spectators.
The children had a whale of a time on this, and the fruits of their wonderful
labour bore so clearly in the presentations the teams did at the end. Such
was their enthusiasm that the planned 2nd topic of the week never came
about.
What did come about were 'Circle of Life' science tests (which were good)
and Abacus Easter maths tests (which were not as good).
And that was our week.
Tim Stedman year5teacher@telenet.be

Year 6:

Dear Parents,

It was strange in the Year 6 classroom with nearly 50% of the children off sick; a few returned mid-week, and
I hope that others are recovering. As you can imagine, it was a quiet day on Monday, so we caught up with
our marking, filing and continued with revision.
On Tuesday, the students completed the Spring 2 Abacus test, others will have the
opportunity to sit the test at the beginning of next term.
Our Year 6 Crest Award Challenge was concerned with improving hygiene as a way of
reducing the spread of infectious diseases. We conducted two activities to demonstrate
the rate at which infectious diseases spread and the benefits of washing hands to reduce
the spread on communicable diseases.
The students worked in teams to design and build a model of a hand-washing device and
produce education materials suitable for primary school children.
Withing minutes, the classroom looked in a worse state than Widow Twankey’s
launderette – buckets, bottles, funnels, watering cans, glitter, Vaseline, paper rolls and
mountains of construction equipment covered desks, tables, floors!
Then it was down to the ‘Cellar Bar’ for a ‘shot’ party! Well, that is what it might look
like from the photographs… The partygoers had a ball extracting their DNA from cheek
cells harvested with the help of a sport drink. Having already conducted a similar
experiment last term, where they saw their cheek cells under a microscope, this
activity was perfect for enriching the children’s subject knowledge.
Must dash, off for an Easter Egg Hunt in the snow!
Happy Holiday and best wishes,
Mrs Tranter year6teacher@telenet.be

French, Mme Halvorsen:
Year 4:

In French with Madame
Halvorsen, we continued
working on our Pâques
project -‘Voici Pâques, mes
amis et moi’. And since
we’re nearly in April, we
talked about Le Poisson
d’Avril’ (April fool ), which
is also part of the Belgian
and French culture. We
took the opportunity to put
together some surreal,
Ready for
original and funny descriptions and phrases of Pâques and what we love about it, using all
action…
the vocabulary we discussed last week. We also made up some crazy and funny stories and
anecdotes for our ‘Poisson d’Avril’ such as ‘Je vois le lapin sauter et jouer sur le soleil’ ‘Je
vois les enfants et les moutons nager dans le chocolat’. ‘La jonquille chante et l’abeille danse avec moi’.
It’s projects like these that make us realise that there is no limit to a child’s imagination, even when
expressing themselves in a foreign language!

Year 5:
In French with Madame Halvorsen, we continued working on our Pâques project - ‘Voici Pâques, mes amis
et moi’. And, because we’re nearly in April, we talked about Le Poisson d’Avril’ (April fool ), which is also
part of the Belgian and French culture. We seized the opportunity to put together some creative
descriptions and phrases of one of our favourite festivities and holidays- Pâques, using all the vocabulary
we discussed last week.
We also made up some amusing and funny stories and anecdotes for our ‘Poisson d’Avril’ such as ‘Je vois
le canard qui joue à la guitare’ or ‘la cloche cache la vache au grande moustache’. It’s no small feat to
invent humor in a foreign language but they were great at it!
Ready for the
‘Chasse aux
oeufs’

Year 6:
In French with Madame
Halvorsen, we had a
cheerful week talking
about one of the most
important
festivities in Belgium
Pâques, but not only that.
We read and explored how
Pâques is celebrated in
different
Acting out the
places around the world and Europe, and we discovered that in some countries,
‘Poisson d’avril’.
there are some hilarious ‘combats d’oeufs décorés’, and in other countries they
create and set up beautiful bushes filled with coloured and beautiful ‘Oeufs de Pâques. After that, they
learned a short and funny poem ‘La Poule,’ which they recited brilliantly! We carried on talking about ‘Le
Poisson d’Avril’ (April fool) also part of the Belgian and French culture, and we went on inventing some
surreal and cheerful anecdotes for our ‘Poisson d’Avril’. It was impressive to see what they were able to
come up with as in: j’ai vu sept petits poissons manger septante requins dans une grande moustache!
Poisson d’avril! It was an excellent opportunity for us to discover more ‘homonymes’ such as ver, vers, verre,
vert thanks to their witty and humorous phrases.

Music, Miss di Fine:
Reception: this week we enjoyed singing the songs “I Never
Saw a Dinosaur” and the song “My Dragon”. We also played
with the scarves on the macro and micro beat with Brahms’s
music the Hungarian Dance No. 5 in G Minor.

We also played “I am a conductor “, where the children had
to play their instruments at different tempos and dynamics
depending on the conductor's gestures.

Years 1 & 2:
This week we learned a new French song called “La Petite Fille et le Papillon”. We are
also training our reading skills, (pitch and rhythm)
learning how to play some
simple melodies on the
xylophone and on the
glockenspiel.

Oak:
This week we talked about the Italian composer A.
Vivaldi. We focused on the Ist Movement of the
Concerto “Spring'' from the “The Four Seasons' '
Concertos. Each concerto gives musical expression to a
season of the year. There is some debate as to whether
the four concertos were written to accompany four
sonnets or vice versa. Here is the Sonnet of Spring, I
Mov.:
“Springtime is upon us.
The birds celebrate her return with festive song,
and murmuring streams are
softly caressed by the breezes.
Thunderstorms, those heralds of Spring, roar,
casting their dark mantle over heaven,
Then they die away to silence,
and the birds take up their charming songs once more.”
You can listen to the music here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzE-kVadtNw
We also learned how to play the melody of the Spring
movement by Vivaldi on our recorders and played the
rhythmical game “pass the beat around the room”.
Happy Springtime!
Miss. di Fine

Information for the week
•

Please don’t forget that next week is the Easter
holiday break. School opens again on Tuesday, 19th
April. (Easter Monday is a public holiday).

•

Thank you to those of you who responded to the email to confirm that your child or children
will be leaving at the end of the summer term. We are always extremely sad to hear that
people are leaving, but work contracts are clearly finally beginning to change after the last
two years and people are on the move!

• If you need a receipt for reimbursements or have questions about financial matters, please
email Mr. Prescott at bisbbursar@telenet.be
•

It is the middle of the year and we have noticed that many children have grown out
of their uniforms, or are wearing uniforms that are damaged or worn out. Our
uniform is an important part of our school identity, and the children should be proud
to wear it, which is difficult when it is too small or damaged!
New uniform items are available from School Office throughout the year – please
send Mrs. De Henin an email and she will make sure that the required item is put
into your child’s school bag, along with the invoice details.
Mr. Tranter is doing a valiant job trying to make sure that the librairies remain wellstocked and organised. However, it seems that some children are repeatedly
forgetting to return their reading or library books. Please could you take advantage of
the time over the holiday to search for (or ask the children to search for!) any
books that are lurking under beds or down the back of furniture?

Well done to everyone for a week of hard work, and a particular well done to the following:

Stars of the
Week
Nursery:
Everyone for embracing the science week experiments and just having a ball!
Reception:
Shamruth, for his excellent observations and vocabulary used to explain the lava lamps experiment.
Aavya, for being very careful and responsible when using the material to do each science
experiment in class.
Year 1:
Jenil, for making a real effort with the presentation of his work.
Loshinimai, for inspiring her teachers and classmates with some fabulous experiments this week.

Year 2:
Kovid, for making a big effort to complete a writing task in full.
Jahnavi, for initiating great scientific discussions.

Year 3:
Mishka, for so clearly enjoying Science Week, and being the best ‘camouflager’! Best wishes for
your new school in Australia!
Juan, for a great performance in his Maths tests, the result of his careful, methodical approach.
Year 4:
Vihaan for his extraordinary raft building skills.
Geoshan for excellent work in his maths assessment.
Year 5:
Umaiza for her fantastic mindset on SKILLS Friday: always bouncy, smiley and for the team (even in
an Arctic northerly).
Chethan, for getting focused to produce a good technical plan and budget.

Year 6:
Aditya for being so helpful and kind with finding the necessary texts for LAMDA, thank you.

And finally, a fitting quote for the spring
break after the snow of this week! …

The
excitement
and delights
of SCIENCE
week across
the school!

